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Organizing atomic partial charges into a database
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Abstract

A partial charge database was constructed for 117 molecules. The actual database contains Mulliken, natural population

analysis, and stockholder atomic charges calculated from the HF/6-31G(d) or HF/6-311þG(2d,p) wavefuntions. The MP2/6-

31G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d), or HF/6-31G(d) equilibrium geometries were used for these calculations. The database also contains

the corresponding total energies calculated at HF/6-31G(d) or HF/6-311þG(2d,p) levels of theory. Gaussian 3 or G3SX

[Curtiss L.A.; Redfern, P.C.; Raghavachari, K.; Pople, J.A. J.Chem. Phys. 114 (2001) 108.] composite enegies with

experimental, zero point vibration energy, or thermal corrections are included. The database is used to obtain atomic correction

parameters of Rapid Estimation of Basis set Error and Correlation Energy from Partial charges method [S. Kristyán, A.

Ruzsinszky, G.I. Csonka, Theoret. Chem. Acc. 106 (2001) 319 and 404]. An XML database structure is also suggested. q 2002
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Atomic partial charges in the molecules play an

important role in understanding the molecular elec-

tron distribution and aspects of molecular reactivity.

Partial charges are essentially mathematical construc-

tions that serve to reflect the electron content around

the selected atom of the molecule. These partial

charges are not physically measurable quantities, as

they depend on the definition of the partition scheme

of the electron density. The partitioning of the

molecular electron density can be done either in the

Hilbert space spanned by the atomic orbital basis of

the molecular wave function or in real the three-

dimensional space. The general problem of any

population analysis method consists in the partition-

ing of the molecular electron density and its assign-

ment to the atoms that compose the molecule. The

primary use of partial charges is to help chemists to

establish empirical rules, e.g. for describing chemical

bonds. However, partial charges can be defined to

reproduce the measurable dipole moment and electro-

static potential of the molecule, for example. It should

be noted that atomic multipole moments are also

required for correct dipole moment predictions (due to

nonspherical electron distribution about an atom in

the molecule). The partial charges were successfully

applied to identify the electron rich (nucleophyl) and

electron poor (electrophyl) functional groups of

molecules. Thus partial charges in ideal case are

able to represent (in a simplified manner) the electron

distribution in a molecule.
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Our efforts to use the atomic charges for rapid

estimation of correlation charges [1] require a

reliable partial charge database. In the current

database we collect the Mulliken [2] natural

population analysis (NPA) [3], and stockholder

[4] atomic partial charges of 117 molecules. These

atomic charge calculation methods will not be

described here in full detail; the interested reader

should refer to the literature. The Mulliken

population analysis is done in the atomic orbital

basis and it evenly splits the electrons that arise

‘between’ two atoms via overlap population. This

method can be programmed readily. However,

nonphysical results might occur (e.g. negative

orbital population or orbital populations greater

than 2) [2]. One of the best orbital-based

population analyses is the NPA, in which the

atomic orbitals are defined by the density distri-

bution. Natural atomic orbitals (NAO) are eigen-

functions of atomic sub-blocks of the density

matrix. The NAOs are orthonormal atomic orbitals

of maximum occupancy and usually localized

about a single atom. The summation of the

occupancies of the NAOs gives the atomic

population for a specific atom [3]. The Mulliken

and NPA methods give atomic populations by

summing the occupancies of atomic orbitals.

Fundamentally different approaches are counting

the electrons in a given region of space about an

atom. The stockholder recipe requires a superposition

of the free-atom electron densities placed on the

positions the atoms occupy in the molecule (promo-

lecule density). The electron density in each point in

space is divided among the atoms of the molecule in

proportion to their respective contributions to the

promolecule density at that point. The charge of an

atom is obtained by integrating the charge density

assigned to a given atom. This method is advan-

tageous in several respects as Hirshfeld stated [4]:

“the stockholder recipe is completely general,

requires no arbitrary placing of boundary surfaces,

and produces well-defined atomic fragments that

differ from the free atoms only to the degree that the

molecule itself differs from a superposition of free-

atom densities”.

In the current version of the database the HF/6-

31G(d) and HF/6-311 þ G(2d,p) charges were calcu-

lated at MP2/6-31G(d),2 B3LYP/6-31G(d),2 and HF/

6-31G(d) equilibrium geometries. The MP2 and

B3LYP geometries were taken from the input files

published on the internet,2 the HF geometries, the

charges, and the total energies were calculated using

GAUSSIAN 98 program [5].

In order to obtain the stockholder charges [6]

electron densities of atoms in a specific spectro-

scopic state were calculated at the HF–SCF level of

theory with ATOMSCF [7]. In all cases the atomic

electron densities were calculated with the same

basis set as was used to calculate the molecular

electron density and, unless otherwise indicated, the

atomic densities were calculated for atoms in their

spectroscopic ground state. The numerical inte-

gration procedure used in this database is based on

the procedure proposed by Becke [8] making use of

Euler–Maclaurin [9] and Lebedev [10] grids for the

Fig. 1. Suggested document type definition for atomic charge

database.

2 http://chemistry.anl.gov/compmat/comptherm.htm
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Fig. 2. The XML layout of the database.
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radial and angular parts of the atomic grids,

respectively.

The simple text database extracted from the output

files is currently being transformed into an extensible

markup language (XML) document.3 An XML

document is valid if it has an associated document

type definition (DTD) and the document complies

with the constraints expressed in DTD. The DTD of

this database is shown in Fig. 1. The root element

(rebecca) contains another three elements, version,

comment and molecule (child elements). If an

element name is followed by þ the element may

occur several times, so molecule þ means that the

XML document contains several molecules. The

molecule (name, geometry þ , tenergy þ ) in Fig.

1 means that the molecule element contains a name

element and several geometry and tenergy (total

energy) elements. The molecule element also has two

attributes the id and natoms. The latter shows the

number of atoms in the molecule. The opt attribute of

the geometry element shows the geometry optimiz-

ation method (as it was mentioned currently we use

MP2/6-31G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d), and HF/6-31G(d)

geometries). The geometry element contains atoms

(attribute: xyzunit). The atoms element contains one

or more atom elements. The atom element contains

atomic symbol (atsym), atomic number (atnum), x, y,

z coordinates, identifier (id), and charge element.

Depending on the wave function and charge calculat-

ing method one atom can have several different partial

charges (attributes: wavefn and method). The single

point energy (element: energy) is calculated by a

given wave function. Various, very precise composite

energies are also given for the molecule (element

tenergy with method, correction, fit, and unit

attributes). The database contains GAUSSIAN 3 [11]

or G3SX [12] composite energies with corrections

(experimental, zero point vibration energy, or thermal

corrections). These energies are required for REBE-

CEP energy calculation and for obtaining atomic

correction parameters [1].

The following list shows in a simplified manner

the structure of the DTD shown in Fig. 1 (the

elements are shown in bold and the attributes of one

element are shown in the same line, explanations are

given in parentheses):

rebecca (root)

version

comment

molecule—id natoms

name

geometry—opt (geometry optimization method)

atoms

atom—xyzunit

atsym (atomic symbol)

atnum (atomic number)

x (x coordinate)

y

z

id

charge—wavefn method (partial

charge calculated from a wavefn with

a given method)

energy—wavefn unit

tenergy—method correction fit unit

Fig. 2 shows a detail of the actual XML

document as shown in an actual browser. As it

was already mentioned the currently used pro-

grams provide a simple text output. The necessary

data from these output files were first transformed

into a text database that contains the various

molecules and the related data (coordinates,

charges and energies) in a labeled form similar

to the original output. The current version of the

database contains 117 molecules. This database

can be used for charge analysis and REBECEP

type parameter search. The current size of the text

database is about 600 printed pages and it will be

continuously expanded. It is available through the

internet.4 This database will be used for a series

of papers for charge analysis, REBECEP par-

ameter fitting, and zero-point vibration energy

analysis. The final version will be transformed

into an XML document described in the current

paper.
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